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1. Introduction – The use of recycled aggregates (RA) from demolition and construction waste to 

produce pervious concrete represents an ecological and economical sustainable solution [1,2]. The 

purpose of this study is to incorporate recycled aggregates into a pervious concrete without admixtures 

and to improve hygrothermal properties of pavements.  The main priority is to prepare a pervious 

concrete based on RA with improved hygrothermal properties, which allows to increase the use and the 

functionality of this specific concrete. This incorporation results in eco-friendly pervious pavers that will 

be an excellent solution to mitigate the urban heat island problem, maximizing its environmental benefits 

and decreasing its costs[3–5].  

 

2. Experimental - In this paper mechanical, and hygrothermal properties were analyzed for a different 

sample. For this purpose, a replacement of natural aggregates by recycled aggregates is made at different 

percentage 0%, 20%, 60% and 100%.Compressive tests were carried out on three samples ,as defined in 

NF EN 12390 standard,  a ProUmid SPSx-1μ sorption/desorption system is used according to ISO 12571 

to evaluate the sorption desorption/desorption properties for our mixtures, and finally  the thermal 

conductivity and specific heat capacity were measured using HFM 436 Lambda and  HFM 446 Lambda 

[6,7]. 

 

3. Results and Discussion - The results show a significant improvement of these properties with the 

increase of the amount of recycled aggregates incorporated in the mixtures, especially the thermal 

conductivity which decreases up to half proportionally when going from natural to 100% recycled 

pavements. Regarding the results of the mechanical properties and comparing with the control pavement 

containing 100% natural aggregates. A decrease in compressive strength was noted only when 100% 

recycled aggregate was incorporated into our mixtures, remaining the same for all other mixtures with a 

maximum of 21MPa. Sorption\desorption test highlight the effect of RA on hygroscopic properties, 

which lead to double the capacity of material to absorb moisture. Also, the area between the sorption and 

desorption curves, the hysteresis, increases with the addition of the recycled aggregate and consequently 

leads to an increase in the hygroscopicity of the mixtures. 

 

4. Conclusions - Experimental tests on pervious concrete have proven the feasibility of recycled 

aggregates when they replace natural aggregates. In fact, this incorporation has valorized a waste and has 

improved the hygrothermal properties of the pervious concrete, thus improving its functionality to 

mitigate urban heat island. 
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